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Abstract
Cold sensations are suggested as the primary inducer of the perception of skin wetness. However, limited data are available on the effects of skin cooling. Hence, we investigated the role of peripheral cold afferents in the perception of wetness. Six cold-dry stimuli (producing skin cooling rates in a range of 0.02 to 0.41°C/s) were applied on the forearm of 9 female participants. Skin temperature and conductance, thermal and wetness perception were recorded. Five out of 9 participants perceived wetness as a result of cold-dry stimuli with cooling rates in a range of 0.14 to 0.41°C/s, while 4 did not perceive skin wetness at all. Although skin cooling and cold sensations play a role in evoking the perception of wetness, these are not always of a primary importance and other sensory modalities (i.e. touch and vision), as well as the inter-individual variability in thermal sensitivity, might be equally determinant in characterising this perception.
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Introduction
Humans interact with their immediate environment through the medium of sensory experiences. However, the way we perceive the world differs qualitatively from the way we sense it [30]. This difference between perception and sensation relies on the fact that our nervous system extracts only certain information from each stimulus and these are then interpreted according to the current situation and previous experiences [21]. Furthermore, perception often results from multisensory experiences as our sensory systems operate within interconnecting, intermodal and cross modal networks [26].

The ability of the central nervous system to combine and process different sensory information into particular perceptions provides the basis for understanding why some of the perceptions we experience are not directly linked to just one specific sensory system. For instance, we experience the perception of “wetness” on the skin though we are not provided with specific receptors for this sensation [10,22]. This somatosensory experience is considered a result of the integration of the somatosensory sub-modalities of touch and temperature [1,3,5,7]. However, the way in which touch and temperature senses interact to generate the perception of wetness is still unclear [18,20]. It has been hypothesised that the activity of thermoreceptors responding to specific drops in skin temperature, such as the ones occurring during the evaporation of sweat from the skin, represents the primary inducer of this perception [11,18,32]. Nevertheless, the role played by cold thermoreceptors (i.e. small myelinated Aδ and unmyelinated C fibers) [8] is still unclear and might vary according to the location of these cold sensitive free nerve endings. Indeed, Belmonte and Gallar [2] suggest that the augmented activation of cold thermoreceptors (i.e. corneal trigeminal neurons) located on the human cornea recorded during evaporation-induced ocular surface cooling, seems to be responsible for the perception of ocular dryness. The same physical process (cooling) encoded by the same type of thermoreceptors (cold sensitive) might be therefore primarily responsible for two completely opposite perceptions: dryness and wetness. Furthermore, it could be reasonable hypothesising the interaction of other sensory systems such as vision or touch (in terms of pressure and distribution of pressure) in characterising the perception of wetness [36]. For these reasons, it is still unclear which sensory modality plays the primary input, to what extent, and how it relates with the potentially secondary sensory inputs which overall contribute to characterize wetness as a synthetic perception [3,24].

Increasing the knowledge about the neurophysiological bases of the perception of wetness can be useful both for clinical and industrial applications. On the clinical side, it might be used for diagnostic purposes in patients with sensory disorders e.g. diabetic neuropathy [4,13,25]. On the industrial side, it might support the development of new strategies in clothing design, as this perception has been shown to play a significant role in the onset of thermal discomfort [15].
The present study focuses on the sensation of skin temperature and perception of wetness using a single-blinded psychophysical approach. The aim of the study was to investigate the role of peripheral cold afferents in evoking the perception of skin wetness. Although it has been suggested that this perception can be evoked by the application onto dry skin of a cold-dry stimulus producing a cooling rate of 0.05 to 0.2°C/s [13], no experimental data are currently available involving human participants exposed to different levels of skin cooling. Therefore we investigated a wide range of temperatures, where cold stimuli were applied to the forearm.

Material and methods

Participants
Nine healthy female university students (27.3 ± 8.8 years) with no history of sensory-related diseases volunteered to participate in this study. Female participants were preferred to male as they are generally less hairy on the ventral side of the forearm. All participants gave their informed consent for participation. The test procedure and the conditions were explained to each participant. The study design had been approved by the Loughborough University Ethics Committee and testing procedures were in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Design
The experimental design was based on the application of six cold-dry stimuli of different strength in a balanced order on the bare, left forearm of each participant, while they were resting in an environmental chamber (set at 20°C and 50% relative humidity). Ten minutes were allowed for acclimation and preparation for the test. An s-shaped wooden panel (width: 81 cm; length: 74 cm; height: 60 cm) was placed on a table. A hole (width: 12 cm; height: 13 cm) in the panel allowed participants to enter their left forearm and lay it down with the palm facing upward. This setup did not allow the participants to see the stimuli that were applied on their forearm. Participants were informed only about the body region subjected to the stimulation. No information was provided on the type and magnitude of the stimulation to limit any expectation effects. To avoid an effect of surprise on the transient cold sensation and wetness perception, a verbal warning was given prior to stimulation during the test. The exact temperatures of cold-dry stimuli were calculated on an individual basis and consisted of a short contact (30 s) with a cold surface set at -2, -5, -7, -10, -15 or -20°C than the individual’s forearm resting skin temperature [which was recorded using an infrared thermometer (Fluke Corporation, USA)]. The cold-dry stimuli were delivered by a thermal probe (Physitemp Instruments Inc., USA) with a contact surface of 25 cm² and a weight of 269 g. During the test, participants were asked to maintain their forearm in the required position while the thermal probe was applied to a point corresponding to the mid distance between the elbow and the wrist, on the ventral side. Skin conductance was recorded from the beginning and
throughout the whole test using the MP35 system (Biopac Systems Inc., USA) which was connected to two electrodes placed on the participant’s forearm at a set distance (7cm), allowing the thermal probe to be applied in between them. The skin conductance was monitored to estimate sudo-motor activity [34,35] and in the present study was used as a control to establish that no sudo-motor activity occurred i.e. the participant was not sweating due to stress.

**Experimental Protocol**

Participants were asked to rate their thermal sensation and wetness perception using psychological rating scales during each of four experimental phases: A) rest; B) cold-dry stimulus; C) bare skin; D) re-warming. In phase A, participants were asked to rate their local thermal sensation and wetness perception at rest without stimulation while forearm skin temperature was recorded with the infrared thermometer. In phase B, the thermal probe (set to the required temperature) was applied to the forearm and left in full contact with the skin site for 30 s, while participants were asked to rate their local thermal sensation and wetness perception 10 s after the application. The probe was then removed and the skin temperature was immediately recorded. The skin site was left bare for 30 s (phase C). At the end of this phase participants were asked to rate their local thermal sensation and wetness perception, and skin temperature was again recorded. Finally (phase D – re-warming), the thermal probe was set at a temperature corresponding to the one recorded at the beginning of the test (the individual’s baseline) and then applied for 30 s to re-warm the skin. Participants were then asked to rate their thermal sensation and wetness perception for the last time and skin temperature was recorded immediately after the thermal probe was removed. This sequence was repeated for each stimulus allowing at least one minute in between. Each participant had only one presentation of each stimulus. The order of the stimuli was balanced within and between the tests to avoid any order effect.

**Psychological rating scales**

We designed three psychological rating scales to record individual thermal sensation and wetness perception [29]. An 11 point thermal sensation scale (-5 extremely cold; -4 very cold; -3 cold; -2 cool; -1 slightly cool; 0 neutral; +1 slightly warm; +2 warm; +3 hot; +4 very hot; +5 extremely hot) was used at rest and during the re-warming; a seven points thermal sensation scale [from 0 to 6, where 0 was labelled as not cold at all and 6 as extremely cold (with no labels in between them)] was used during both cold stimulus and bare skin phases. Finally, a seven point wetness perception scale [from 0 to 6, where 0 was labelled as dry and 6 as extremely wet (with no labels in between them)] was used during all the phases of each test. We defined the value “1” of the scale as our set threshold to identify a clearly perceived wetness. Participants familiarised with the scales during the acclimation period. During the experimental protocol, participants rated verbally their sensations, which were immediately recorded by the investigator.
Statistical Analysis
In the present study, the independent variable was the temperature of the thermal probe (the relative cold stimulus based on the individual baseline skin temperature) and the dependent variables were the forearm skin temperature, skin conductance, thermal sensation and wetness perception. Data were tested for normality of distribution using Shapiro-Wilk test. Skin temperature data were analysed by a one way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Post-hoc analyses using a Tukey’s test were performed to account for multiple comparisons and sample size effect.
Thermal and wetness ratings were analysed using a Friedman test (non-parametric randomized block ANOVA) and post-hoc analyses were performed using a Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Huynh–Feldt, Geisser–Greenhouse, and lower bound corrections were undertaken to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of significance. A linear regression analysis was performed to assess the relationship between the variation in skin temperature from baseline and the relative cold stimuli. Ordinal regression analyses were performed between the thermal and wetness ratings and the relative cold stimuli. Finally, a Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was calculated to investigate the degree of association between thermal sensation and wetness perception. All data were analysed using SPSS Statistics 19 (IBM, Armonk, NY) and were reported as means ± standard deviation (SD). In all analyses, \( p<0.05 \) was used to establish significant differences.

Results

Skin temperature
Skin temperature data were normally distributed and were thus analysed by a repeated measure ANOVA and Tukey’s test. The resting skin temperature before stimulation (29.7 ±1.4 °C) did not significantly differ between each of the six conditions \( (p>0.05) \) confirming the effectiveness of the balanced order of the stimuli in avoiding any order effect. Furthermore, no differences were recorded in the post re-warming skin temperature (29.5 ±1.2 °C) between conditions \( (p>0.05) \), confirming that the skin was effectively re-warmed to the resting value.
During the stimulation, each cold-dry stimulus produced significantly different decreases in the skin temperature \( (F = 71.61(2.32, 18.57), p<0.001) \) varying in a range between -0.8 ± 0.8°C to -12.3 ± 2.7°C from the baseline skin temperature, corresponding to a cooling rate range of 0.02 ± 0.02°C/s to 0.41 ± 0.09°C/s (fig. 1a).

Thermal sensation and wetness perception
Thermal sensation and wetness perception data were analysed by a Friedman test and Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Resting thermal sensation and wetness perception did not significantly differ
between the six conditions \((p>0.05)\) with an average score of \(-0.2 \pm 0.2\) and \(0.2 \pm 0.1\) respectively. Furthermore, no differences were found during the re-warming phase of each condition \((p>0.05)\), as shown by a recorded average thermal sensation of \(+1.4 \pm 0.2\) and an average wetness perception of \(0.2 \pm 0.2\).

Stimuli produced statistically significant differences \((\chi^2= 34.7(5, 9), p<0.001)\) in thermal sensation both during stimulation (varying in a range between \(0.7 \pm 1\) to \(4.1 \pm 1.8\)) as well as during the bare skin phase (varying in a range between \(0.8 \pm 1.1\) to \(2.3 \pm 1.1\)). Data related to wetness perception showed that overall, in 19 out of 54 scores (35 %) recorded during phase B (cold-dry stimulation), a cold-dry stimulus was perceived as cold-wet. We then proceeded with the analysis of individual data which showed the existence of two sub-groups within the whole sample tested in this experiment. Indeed, five out of nine participants reported wetness perceptions varying significantly according to the rate of skin cooling, either during the cold-dry stimulation and the following bare skin phase, whereas four out of nine participants did not perceive wetness at all. At this point we decided to identify the two groups as “responders” and “non-responders” [9] to the cold-dry stimuli we used in this study and thus performing a separate analysis in terms of wetness perception.

Data related to the responders group showed statistically significant differences \((\chi^2= 16.2(5, 5), p<0.01)\) in the wetness perception scored during both the cold-dry stimulation and the bare skin phase (fig. 1b), with the threshold we set (point “1” of the scale) to identify a clearly perceived wetness reached during four out of the six conditions (-7, -10, -15 and -20°C respectively).

**Regression and correlation analysis**

The relationship between the variation in skin temperature from baseline and the relative cold stimuli (assessed by a linear regression analysis which included data from the whole sample) was found to be statistically significant \((p<0.001; R^2=0.83; \text{regression coefficient } b_0=0.605; \text{regression coefficient } b_1=0.632)\). Similarly, the relationship between the thermal ratings and the relative cold stimuli (assessed by an ordinal regression analysis which included data from the whole sample) was found to be statistically significant \([p<0.001; \text{Chi-square analysis (Pearson; Deviance): } p>0.05; \text{Nagelkerke (pseudo } R^2 = 0.58; \text{Test of parallel lines: } p>0.05]\). The relationship between the wetness ratings and the relative cold stimuli (assessed by an ordinal regression analysis which included only the data from the responders sub-group) was also found to be statistically significant \([p<0.001; \text{Chi-square analysis (Pearson; Deviance): } p>0.05; \text{Nagelkerke (pseudo } R^2 = 0.57; \text{Test of parallel lines: } p>0.05]\). Finally, the degree of association between thermal sensation and wetness perception (assessed by a Spearman's rank correlation test which included only the data from the responders sub-group) was found to be statistically significant \((p<0.001; \text{Spearman's rho= 0.78})\).
Skin conductance
Average values did not significantly change during testing procedures and were observed to remain constantly at a level below 0.5 µS. These results confirm that no variations in sudo-motor activity occurred during the experiment.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the mechanisms responsible for the perception of skin wetness with regard to cold temperature sensing. The experimental protocol was designed to ensure that a dry skin site would be exposed for a relatively short time to a wide range of local cold-dry stimuli. This approach resulted in evoking artificial wetness perceptions, with 35% of the cold-dry stimuli applied on the participants' forearms being perceived as cold-wet.

This first outcome showed that the wetness perception did relate to the activation of the thermal afferents responding to skin cooling. However, this was true only for a sub-group of five participants. Data from this sub-group seem aligned to the findings of Daanen [13] who measured the temperature course of the skin (i.e. temperature' s drop of 1 to 5°C with a 0.05 to 0.2°C/s cooling rate) when this was wetted with drops of water with volumes in a range of 0.01 to 0.1ml. The author suggested that the cold sensations experienced when such skin cooling occurs can contribute to the perception of skin wetness. Therefore, exposing the skin to a cold-dry stimulus producing such skin cooling was hypothesised to evoke an illusory perception of skin wetness. In our study, this hypothesis was confirmed, as when the application of cold-dry stimuli produced a drop in skin temperature ranging between 1.4 and 4.1°C with a cooling rate of 0.14 to 0.41°C/s, a clear wetness perception was evoked, whereas when the cold-dry stimulation produced a drop in skin temperature of 0.2 to 0.7°C with a cooling rate of 0.02 to 0.07°C/s, wetness was little evoked and decreasing thermal sensations prevailed.

Therefore we suggest that, the rate of heat transfer from the skin to a colder surface seems to play a significant role not only in thermal and touch discrimination of different materials [4] but also in characterising the perception of a cold stimulus as simply cold or as also wet. During our experimental conditions a skin cooling rate threshold for the perception of "cold-dryness" and "cold-wetness" was identified (i.e. between 0.07 and 0.14°C/s) and further evidence has been added to the work of Daanen [13], as we observed that greater skin cooling rates (up to 0.41°C/s) than the one proposed by the author (0.05 to 0.2°C/s), can also contribute to evoke a wetness perception.

However, although at this point it might be proposed that skin cooling and thus temperature sensations alone might be sufficient to generate the perception of skin wetness, {as suggested by Bergmann Tiest et al. [6] in their recent work in which phase-change materials inducing cool sensations were perceived as wet), the presence of a non-responders sub-group within the
whole sample, who did not perceive wetness during any of the experimental conditions, contrasts with this conclusion. A possible explanation of the incongruent sensory perceptions recorded in the two sub-groups might be related the properties of the stimulus, which were voluntarily limited to focus on the effects produced by skin cooling. The lack of intra- and inter-sensory interaction, particularly in terms of touch and vision (the probe was applied but not moved and participants could not see the stimulation area), might be primary responsible for the heterogeneity of the responses. Indeed, it has been shown that the co-activity of highly specialised receptors with different individual properties is essential in generating the variety of cutaneous sensations we encounter in everyday life, particularly in complex perceptions such as skin wetness [1,26]. Thus, the role of the other somatosensory sub-modalities might be equally as important as the skin cooling itself [1], which can therefore not always be sufficient in evoking the perception of wetness. In the work of Bergmann Tiest et al. [6], no non-responders group was identified, a fact which might be the reason why the author concluded that touch-related sensations seem unnecessary and thermal sensations can be sufficient in evoking the perception of skin wetness. However, it has to be observed that in the mentioned work, participant where asked to choose which one felt wetter between a treated (with phase-change materials) and an untreated fabric. In our view, this experimental approach affected the participants’ responses as no option of reporting the absence of wetness was given to them. In principle, if both samples had been experienced as dry, the lower score observable in the group would have been a 50%, which means that neither in that case a non-responders subgroup would have been identified.

Therefore, although decreases in skin temperature may sometimes be sufficient, a more complex sensory-blending hypothesis should be considered to explain the psycho-physiological process responsible of the perception of skin wetness [18,20]. Studies by Gerrett [16] and everyday experience suggest that we are able to perceive the wetness even when the skin temperature does not decrease (e.g. during exposure to hot environmental conditions or when in contact with hot water). Furthermore, our group recently observed that the individual ability to discriminate between dryness and wetness is limited during the static contact with a warm dry or wet surface as no skin cooling (and thus no cold sensations) occurs [14]. Thus, defining some particular activations of the cold afferents as sufficient to generate this perception (regardless of other sensory interactions [6]) might be limiting in the light of the complex interconnecting, intermodal and cross modal networks our sensory systems operate within [26]. The way we perceive “feelings” from our body results from complex integrations between the activity of the exteroceptive and interoceptive systems [11]. Furthermore, converging evidence suggests a phylogenetically new system (which integrates information about the overall homeostatic condition of the body) as one of the principal neuroanatomical structures that differentiate humans from non-human primates [12]. This hypothesis confirms the multimodal as one of the most appropriate approaches when investigating the mechanisms of sensory
integration. As the perception of skin wetness represents one of the numerous somatosensory experiences that allow us to sense and perceive our immediate environment (and eventually interact with it) [26], it is reasonable to hypothesise that other sensory inputs than just temperature (i.e. touch, vision) can significantly influence the way we experience this complex perception.

Finally, although the neurological and molecular basis of thermal sensations have been largely investigated and described [28,31,33], individual thermal sensations are much more difficult to predict due to other parameters relating to wider and more complex relationships between physiological and psychological responses [23,27]. For instance, the inter-individual variability is a critical factor in determining the psychological responses resulting from somatic stimulation, as shown in the role played by individual characteristics such as gender, age, ethnicity and physical fitness in influencing the cutaneous thermal thresholds and thus the variability of thermal sensations [19,23].

Conclusion
In this study we found that skin cooling and thermal sensations can contribute significantly to the perception of skin wetness. We have shown that a cooling rate threshold for a cold stimulus to be perceived as wet is identifiable based on the rate of heat transfer from the skin. Also, greater cooling rates than the ones currently proposed, were shown to evoke wetness perceptions. However, the activity of peripheral cold afferents as a result of skin cooling has been shown to not always be sufficient in evoking the perception of wetness. This suggests that the intra- and inter-sensory interaction with other modalities (i.e. touch, vision), as well as the inter-individual variability, might have a role as equally determinant as the one played by the temperature sense in affecting individual thresholds for the perception of complex somatosensory experiences such as skin wetness. Little is known about the temperature sensing system across the body and even less is known on how this specifically interacts with the other sensory systems to produce the variety of somatosensory perceptions we experience every day.
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Figure 1: (a) Relative variations in skin temperature drop from baseline ($\Delta T_{sk}$) and corresponding cooling rates as a result of each of the six cold-dry stimuli. (b) Wetness perception scores recorded in the responders sub-group as a result of each of the six cold-dry stimuli (phase B) and during the following bare skin phase (C) (*$p<0.05$). Skin cooling rates corresponding to each stimulus are reported between brackets. The point “1” of the wetness perception scale corresponds to the threshold set to identify perceived skin wetness.